
B TEST 

This is not a competition, no ranking, no trophee. 

The aim of this test is to check a dog has minimum competencies to attend field trials.  

Steadiness to shooting and work of other dogs, marking abilities, memory, nose, ability to 

receive an advanced training. This test is not a mere formality and in general when a dog is not 

properly prepared for this event, it is likely to fail. The dogs that are presented in Field Trial 

are the representatives of their breed, mainly vis-à-vis hunters or hunting owners. It is therefore 

inconceivable that dogs without motivation, without real desire to retrieve or disobedient to the 

risk of disturbing the hunt are presented. The purpose of the B test is to check these points so 

that the dogs presented correspond to the criteria of their breed and are the worthy 

representatives. 

Hereafter are the rules of this B test. We strongly recommend that you consult the specific 

regulations of the Field Trials as they will in fact govern the tests. 

  



As the last sentence of the regulation states, the judgment will be made "in the spirit of Field's 

regulations and in application of it". This means that, at the end, even though they are not 

clearly specified in the rules of the B test, the fouls that would be considered as eliminating in 

the Field Trial will also be eliminated during the B test. These fouls are: 

• Fear of the gunshot 

• barks or whines (repeatedly) 

• Leave the post without order: the dog leaves his post without permission (in case the 

driver can stop and immediately call back his dog, he can continue the test, but only ‘à 

la française’). 

• Retrieve refusal  

• Water refusal  

• Aggressiveness 

• Hard mouth (fangs marked in the dummy or the pigeon, all left to the appreciation of 

the Judges) 

• Dog out of control at a distance 

• Refusal of bramble and nettle 

• Change of game (or dummy) during the retrieve (need for the jury to have the 

evidence)  

As a conclusion, it is obvious that it is necessary to properly prepare his dog for this type of 

test. Getting the famous "sesame" to go to Field is certainly satisfying, but arriving in these 

with a poorly prepared dog will be almost and always synonymous with elimination. Besides 

the fact that the Fields-Trials are expensive, such a presentation is not the best for the image of 

the breed. The judges and examiners of B test will therefore be asked the utmost rigor in their 

selection, sending a poorly prepared dog in Field-Trial not being a service to the owners or the 

organizers.  

The workbook is mandatory to pass the selective B.  

  

 

 

  



Regulations of B test 

 

 

For dogs already well behaved whatever the age. ‘A l’anglaise’ from one end to the other of 

the test: without leash, this test makes it possible to register the dog directly for the Fields ‘A 

l’anglaise’. ‘A la française’: presentation on leash. 

 

Obedience : 

Walking to heel for 20m. Sitting and staying 

Handler back to departure point: 20m 

Steady 1 minute. 

Recall the dog and during the return a gunfire (minimum 20m). 

Water retrieving: 

2 dummies are shot, one next to the other, in deep water (20 to 30 m), distance between the 

two dummies 5 to 10 m. In any case, the dog must not change. Report of the 2 dummies by 

the same dog. During the return of the 2nd dummy, a 3rd one will be thrown by hand 

approximately 5 to 6 meters next to the dog and 2 to 3 meters in front of him, without the 

current retrieve being disturbed. The dog must then fetch the last dummy. 

 



  

 

  

Retrieve of 2 dummies: 

A quick short straw type draw will be conducted to determine the order of passage of the 

three dogs.  

The dogs will be put 3 in a line at a distance of about 10 meters from each other. The 6 

dummies (3 in plain, 3 in a woody ground) will be launched in the following way, using a 

launcher carbine type: for each dog the launcher will send the first dummy in plain then the 

second in the woods and so on until the 6 dummies are launched.  

The dogs will be sent in the order determined by the draw for the first pass, they will be sent 

on the dummy designated by the judge (in principle the dummy launched in front of the dog) 

and they will go in reverse order for the retrieve in the woody part. Time will be limited for 

each passage. The first retrieve must be done within a minute otherwise the dog is called 

back. 

 



 

  

Blind retrieve: 

A single dead pigeon will be placed by hand, about 30 meters away, for each competitor out 

of sight of the dog (without making a track for the dog by going to set it up). Without a shot. 

All dogs will be sent on GOOD WIND. The latter being disadvantaged by the successive 

passages of the first, it is necessary to gradually move the test. 

Whenever possible, the organizers will endeavor to put all dogs in the same working 

conditions. The Judges will clock the events (approximately 5 minutes) according to the 

number of entries and the difficulty of the field. 

Each stage of this test is eliminatory. 


